Heather Monaghan (HM): Can you share with our readers something about your background and how you arrived in your current job with Ohio State University?

William Marras (WM): I was a basketball player in college and one of the few basketball players who majored in engineering. Consequently, it got me wondering how injuries occur, and it got me interested in applying my engineering education towards analyzing musculoskeletal injuries, which basketball players suffer quite a bit. So that is what really started it. I began taking some classes in that area and found out I really enjoyed it. As they say, the rest is history.

HM: Why engineering?

WM: My father was an engineer, and when I was a kid, I really liked to take stuff apart. Sometimes I actually put things back together, but most of the time, I just took things apart. I guess engineers have a sense of mechanical ability, and that is where my interest lay. I like to build things, make things, and analyze things.

HM: You’ve lived in Ohio for many years. What is it about Ohio that has kept you at this university?

WM: To do what I do, I really need access to a lot of resources, such as people who deal with medicine, animals (veterinary school), other engineers who can supplement what I do, and I need to talk to people who are into psychology. Ohio State University is one of the few universities in the country where all of that is on one campus. It is one of the largest universities in the world, and the college of medicine and the college of veterinary medicine are each 5 minute walks for me, so it makes collaboration much easier, and we’ve got a supporting structure around us with the university structure. If you do good work, they reward you. It makes it very difficult to leave.

HM: What do you feel is the most significant piece of research you have completed and why?

WM: It is probably not a particular paper as much as a track. There’s probably more than one answer to that because I’ve been here a long time. What we brought to the table is being able to understand the role of motion and dynamics and what happens to the spine of the person, so that’s probably the first breakthrough. We’ve been able to build personal-
ized models of humans that can be used to understand how people respond to things such as patient handling, cognitive problems, personality, psychosocial pressures, or whatever.

WM: They should read my book. It is called The Working Back. It is fairly comprehensive about all the different pieces of the puzzles. It deals with more than patient handling; it deals with anything you do with your back in a work environment.

WM: Through Tom Waters and Barbara Silverstein. My first exposure was in Copenhagen. I was at a conference where Barbara Silverstein was, and she was with SHARP in Washington. They were thinking of having legislation in place that would cause all patients to be lifted with two caregivers instead of one. We were talking about that, and she didn't have the evidence to justify it, so she asked me if I would be willing to do a study in that area that looks at the spine when lifting with one caregiver versus two caregivers. We did that and found that it was dangerous no matter how you did it. Subsequently, that caused her to go away from the idea of mandating two caregivers to more of a zero-lift policy in the state. Shortly after that, Tom Waters asked me to come and talk at the patient handling conference in Florida.

WM: You have been quoted, along with Dr. Tom Waters, as being instrumental in determining there is no safe way to manually lift a patient. Unfortunately, there are many facilities that are not using equipment. How do you think we can influence facilities into taking heed of what you are saying?

WM: I think you need a spectrum of things to really make that happen. It's a systems problem. There is a long history of caregivers not using patient handling equipment, so that is against you. There are environments where it's really not available, and there's a culture of doing anything you can to help the patient without regard to yourself. I think what you need is to change the environment. You need to have equipment in place. You need to educate the caregiver, and part of that education is helping them understand how their spine breaks down and the fact that you're not going to heal from serious spine problems; it does permanent damage. If they understand that what they do today may influence what happens to their spine 2 years from now, that would give them a reason to use patient handling equipment. It's proper education, availability of equipment, correct design of equipment so it is easy to use, and just create an environment that makes it easy and safe for the person to do it correctly.

WM: Over the last few years, we have seen nearly all of the equipment manufacturers reduce the size of the wheels on their portable lifts to enable them to go under beds and gurneys. How do you think we can reverse this trend? Because, obviously, small wheels increase risk.

WM: Yes, there are also those on the funding side, people like Michael Hodgson, who is also out of it now. He is the one that enabled a lot of the work that was done by this group.

WM: I think that is a huge mistake on their part. The studies we have done show wheel size does make a difference, especially small wheels on carpet. I think a lot of that has been driven by the use of this equipment in nursing homes and places. They want it to look like your home, but there is a cost of having it fit under the gurneys and under the furni-
ture. I think we need to raise awareness to turn this around. We've known for decades that big wheels are better, and it's shocking that people design equipment like this right now. All we can do is show them the alarm and point to the literature that recognizes the problematic issues of this and hope people will listen. Typically when you see things at these conferences and point out the problems, there are people listening; so if we make a big deal about it at the conferences and then people go to the exhibit area and ask these penetrating questions, hopefully that will affect some change.

HM: I always remember one of the last things that Dr. Audrey Nelson asked the vendors before she retired was for them to make motorized mobile lifts. I guess she was almost looking to counteract this issue of the small wheels.

WM: Part of that was driven by one of the studies we did looking at pushing and pulling. Pushing and pulling with a lot of these lifts is fine as long as you are going straight, but what we found was once you are making a turn, especially if you are making a sharp turn into a bathroom, that's where the problems occur on the spine of the caregivers. One of our recommendations was to let the caregiver guide the lift but make it self-propelled, like a lawn mower, power steering for the system. As soon as we said that in one of the conferences, within a year people were actually doing that. But we have to keep them (manufacturers) aware of the important things that need to be changed each year and maybe reiterate those that aren't changing fast enough.

HM: How have you seen the equipment for patient lifting and handling change since you first became involved in the industry?

WM: I have been shocked they (vendors) have been as responsive as they are. There are a lot of good manufacturers out there, and they are listening. The problem is there is not a whole lot of funding to do a lot of research in this area. Most of our studies have been funded by small groups. Barbara Silverstein's group SHARP funded our first one, and everything else we've done on our own with nickels and dimes from here and there because we thought it needed to be done. I don't see a lot of funding out there to promote objective research in this area. A lot of that funding comes from individual manufacturers who have their own interests in mind, and I don't see them funding universities to do this kind of work so they can get the unbiased answers they need to design this equipment objectively.

HM: Ironically, they would probably sell more equipment if they did have that objective evidence.

WM: Correct, because it would be on display for everybody to see. It would be in the journals, and they would be able to say, look, we comply with this or that. I think we need to figure out how to get funding funneled into this area because there is a lot more to be done and it's still a huge problem.

HM: Where do you think we could get the funding from for the research?

WM: There is less and less funding coming from the federal government these days with all the political problems out there. NIOSH's budget is miniscule for external research, and unfortunately, I think it is going to have to come from the private sector. I would like to see some type of consortium of manufacturers where each contributes to some type of fund for research to come up with the answers that are needed. I know there have been a couple of associations put together, but I don't see anything happening in terms of funding research, at least not at the levels that are needed to get the right answers, and in the meantime, people continue to get hurt.

HM: Coming back to your home state of Ohio, the state was one of the early adopters of safe patient handling legislation. Do you think it has been effective?

WM: I still see a lot of problems. If you take a look at our bureau of workers' compensation, they give money out for interventions, and by far the top area that is contributed to is for patient handling interventions. There is a need, and it shows that interventions that are applied properly actually work. It is hard to tell if this is a function of awareness or the legislation or whatever. All I know is there is a huge need and back problems in our state are a huge problem, and unfortunately our system is set up where we pay people on the back end after they get hurt as opposed to putting the money up for prevention. It's like that across the United States, not just Ohio.

HM: As a consultant, I find that what happens is that I tell them most hospitals can afford to put in a program if they start looking at where their pockets of money are. They work in silos, however, so they say they cannot afford one. But if you look at the loss of a nurse and the cost to retraining one, that's like an instant $60,000 sitting in HR.

WM: Yes, if they would just do a return on investment, but I agree, everything is funded in silos.

HM: What do you think we can do to drive the push for federal legislation? At the moment, there does not seem to be a lot happening.

WM: I don't know that you can do anything. I think there's
not a whole lot of awareness with the general public about how big of a problem this is. There was a study published last month in the Annals of the Rheumatic Diseases\textsuperscript{2} that showed that back problems are the number one disability worldwide—not just the US. This is all over the globe. Yet, people don't understand that it's related to what people do. They just think, I'm destined to have back pain or I'm going to get it no matter what. That's not necessarily true. Sure, genetics is one part of it, but it's complex and there are many factors. A big part of it is what you are required to do every day, and lifting patients that weigh 400, 500, or 600 pounds can be a major contributor. That's very clear. I think what we can do is to raise awareness with the government. We could try to get the people who are responsible for legislation and get them to understand what an important and real problem this is. Maybe educate them on the evidence that is out there, and there is a lot of evidence. Show them examples of people's lives that have been changed when they get back injuries due to patient handling and how it completely ruins their lives and their careers. Show them that things can be done to help. I think there is plenty of evidence there. I don't think most of these congressmen are ill willed; they just haven't seen the evidence yet. Everyone is always skeptical until you can show them personally how it affects things. The bottom line for a lot of these legislators is how is it going to save me money? I don't think we have done a great job of showing that.

HM: We touched on some of the research gaps in safe patient handling. Outside of the equipment discussion we had, do you think there are any other priorities for research in this area?

WM: Even the very basic things like what is the best way to put slings on people and what's the best way to reposition them, log roll them, and things like that. There have been very few really good quantitative studies done on even the basic techniques that are used out there. We have just done a few on lifting patients in or out of the bed and pushing and pulling, but there's a lot more to it in healthcare. How do you move people in the operating room from the gurney to the operating table? We could go on and on and on talking about these things. Pushing people in wheelchairs. There are so many answers we just don't have. Someone really needs to understand the research needs here and do a comprehensive study of this stuff.

HM: You are a very prolific writer. What advice would you give to would-be authors who read this journal?

WM: You have to follow the scientific process/rules or else it won't get accepted. I also think you've got to write in a way that is understandable to people. Unfortunately, there are a lot of scientists and researchers out there whose goal is to show how smart they are opposed to clearly explaining their scientific story. Share the story, explain the point. A lot of times you cannot find it in the complexity of the article. I tell my students this all the time—write down the message of your story. Make sure you have the science in there, but find a way to tell the story. That's all people are looking for.

The second thing I have to say in regards to this is we've got to translate the science into the applications. I really see two worlds out there; you see the researchers who talk to the researchers and then you see the applied people who talk to the applied people, but I don't see a lot of researchers talking to applied people or vice versa. That's where the conversation has to be. People have to take the science and figure out how to craft it in such a way that they get some applicable solutions to the problem. That is what is missing a lot of the time.

HM: You have achieved many things in your academic and research career, is there anything you want to achieve in the next 5 years?

WM: There are lots of things that I would like to achieve, and what we are looking at these days is trying to apply a lot of these same techniques we've used to helping patients who already have these back problems. So far, my career is focused very much so on preventing these problems, but prevention is a hard sell. We are hoping to use these same techniques to help people, to try and figure out how to get them better in a scientific and logical way. In a nutshell, that's what we're working on these days.

HM: Is there anything you would like to achieve specific in safe patient handling?

WM: I listed a number of necessary studies that need to be done, and I'd like to figure out a way to do those. Our models are getting better and better, and our data collection techniques are getting better and better, but as they are getting better, the funding is getting less and less.

HM: Was there anything else you wanted to add?

WM: Back pain is a system. It's not just one thing—it's not just the weight of the patient that is the problem. It's the environment around the patient, the organizational environment, the physical environment, the patient's interaction with the caregiver, the way you think about your patients and your back. We have to approach this at a systems level, not just as another silo that looks only at the weight problem. It's more than just the weight issue.

HM: Thank you very much for your time.
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TO SUM IT UP:

1. Back pain is multidimensional and there are many factors that contribute to risk.

2. While patient lifting is certainly one of those risk factors, spine stress during patient lifting is also dictated by your relationship with your coworkers, your personality, your own body weight, and your general stress levels.

3. Patient lifting can certainly improve the situation. However, the availability of patient lifting devices must be supplemented with caregiver education and the properly designed lifting systems.

4. While we have made great strides in understanding the risk associated with patient lifting, more research is needed to fully understand this complex problem.